
                                         Αγγλικά για τις Πανελλήνιες
Study Notes based on all the Past Papers 

Language Awareness
Short phrases, Conjunctions, 

Collocations 2010 – 2020

1. to cause trouble

2. provided that

3. providing                                                                                                     

4. on condition that                                                                             

5. unless                                                                                                                  

6. fail to do sth

7. to be required by law

8. due to

9. because of

10. given that

………………………...

11. never again (will I say that)

12. be the first to do sth

13. be the last to do sth

14. set in (place/time)

15. not even

16. not yet

17. although / even though

18. despite / in spite of

19. to be alienated from

20. take for granted

………………………...

21. to result in

22. hardly   had he entered the room when..

23. no sooner   had he entered the room than..

24. prior to doing sth

25. it’s more likely to do sth

26. come up with a solution

27. to set out the purpose of the text

28. I regret to inform you that

29. I am sorry to tell you that

30. to express my apologies
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31. it appeals to young people

32. to run out of time

33. it takes (a lot of) time

34. apart from

35. except for / with the exception of

36. No matter how hard we tried

37. No matter when..

38. No matter who..

39. this day last year

40. to warn against sth

………………………...

41. to brace for sth

42. to think sth of smn

43. most of my friends

44. most of which

45. but for her persistence we would have failed

46. in light of the new evidence

47. on the grounds that

48. it’s essential that he follow your advice

49. he is believed to have committed a crime

50. hardly had I entered the room when the telephone rang

………………………...

51. no sooner had I entered the room than the telephone rang 

52. to take into consideration

53. to take into account

54. but for = if it hadn’t been for 

55. although it is late.. = despite being late..

56. by no means should you..

57. in no way should you..

58. I am sorry to say that..

59. I am sorry for not doing sth = I regret not doing sth

60. it won’t be long before he does sth
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61. as long as you are careful

62. I regret for doing sth

63. I apologize for doing sth

64. it is highly likely to happen

65. it is highly unlikely to happen

66. have sth done

67. have smn do sth

68. get smn to do sth

69. he had hardly entered when.. sth happened

70. he had no sooner entered than.. sth happened
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